
Big Ideas for
the Night01 02

Teaching Time
The Story of God - Wk 1 Creation

HOOK
Game/Quiz around the tables (if we can leave
them up) , Opening lines and scores from
famous works. 

BOOK:
Genesis 1:1a & following summaries of scripture
groups.

-In the beginning... no one talks much about
this/really gives reasons, but God isn't scared
of it.
-How this account is a bit radical to the original
audience and what it tells us about God
(Creates out of nothing, single God &
invested/desires goodness)
.Days 1-3 Creating Space / Days 4-6 Filling
those spaces

LOOK:
-So what does this tell us about God?
  - He has AWESOME ABILITY
  - He has AUTHORITY/AUTONOMY

TOOK:
-What implications on our lives?
This is GOD's good story / It isn't about me, I'm
invited still / Takes a weight from me.

This is God's GOOD story / God desires and
wants GOOD. Fullness and beauty/ When i
pursue beauty and goodness I'm in the
neighborhood.

This is God's good STORY. God is author and
there is a purpose and plan to things / Even
if/when we can't see it. I can have confidence.

Small Group guide ON THE BACK HERE.
Nothing to crazy!
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Week's ahead...
CURRENT SERIES: 
The Story of God - (Creation / Fall / Promise /
Redemption / Restoration), 5 wks
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Handouts/Resources
Fall Retreat FlyerFall Retreat Info 
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Midweek Heads Up
Wednesday, November 9th - 2022

Tasks we're trying
to tackle:

Student Announce

Wk 1 - The Story of God:
CREATION
Genesis 1&2 teach us WHO God is.

This is God's good story.

Night's Flow-> Eat 6:10 -> Announce/Challenge
6:50 -> Worship 7:00 -> Lesson 7:20 ->

7:40 Small Groups

Fall RetreatFall Retreat
T-dinner Nov. 22nd, Student Potluck

<-See who is coming to Fall Retreat.
,-See who is up for a little Thanksgiving
meal fun Tuesday November 22. Student
Potluck, bring whatever you want that
will feed a couple other people. 6-8 at
CCC (If as adults we're still up for it)



Icebreaker
What is your favorite story(book, movie, song, storyline, etc)? Why do
you love it?

Up for Discussion
We're suggesting to you that one thing the Bible starts off telling us, is
WHO God is. If you had to describe God in a couple words what would
they be? Where'd you get your ideas from?

We said that life is not about you. What makes sense about that? Are
there some instances in life where it could be about you?

Why is that a bit of a hard statement to swallow "It's not about you" ?

It seems God's original intent in creating was to make "good" things.
What about that is maybe exciting? how about confusing?

The last verse in this "act" is Genesis 2:25, why do you think the author
includes this? What does it do or help describe?

Sometimes it might seem that the creation story is just another "bible
story" without much connection to everyday life. What is something we
talked about tonight that maybe speaks to real life things for you?

Midweek Heads Up
Wednesday, November 9th 2022SMALL GROUP

Some things to consider....


